A Thomson scattering technique is used to study relativistic plasma waves at plasma densities as low as 2ϫ10 15 cm Ϫ3 . A spatial-spectral filter is utilized to simultaneously attenuate the probe light ϳ10 9 times and collect the weak scattered light which is shifted 3-24 Å from the probe wavelength. The plasma waves, excited by a two-wavelength CO 2 laser pulse with intensities up to 10 15 W/cm 2 , are probed by a 532 nm laser pulse in a collinear geometry. Both the red-and blueshifted sidebands of Thomson scattered light are simultaneously resolved in time and frequency.
The study of relativistic plasma waves ͑RPWs͒, i.e., those with phase velocities very close to the speed of light, is important due to the capability of these waves to accelerate electrons with gradients in excess of 1 GeV/m. 1, 2 During the last decade, significant effort has been dedicated to the detection and characterization of these waves. One way to diagnose a RPW is to probe it with a laser beam, a technique known as Thomson scattering ͑TS͒. [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] The plasma wave essentially represents a moving density perturbation ͑phase grating͒ which scatters the probe photons. By analyzing the scattered light, one can measure the frequency and wave number of the RPW as well as its amplitude. This information can be used to further infer the value of the accelerating electric fields induced by the RPW.
In a TS experiment where the probe light scatters off a wave with frequency equal to the plasma frequency p , the scattering process results in the generation of sidebands, Stokes and anti-Stokes, around the frequency of the probe light probe . The frequency of the scattered light is s ϭ probe Ϯmϫ p , where mϭ1, 2, 3, etc. The conservation of momentum defines the geometry of the scattering process and relates the wave vector of the scattered pulse k s to the wave vector of the plasma wave k p by the vector k-matching condition k s ϭk probe ϮmÃk p , where k probe is the wave vector of the probe beam. 10 In the special case of scattering from a RPW propagating along the ẑ direction that has a longitudinal wave number k p Х( p /c)ẑ, the k-matching condition becomes a scalar one and the scattering geometry has to be collinear. Therefore, the scattered light propagates along the same path as the probe light, making separation between the two very difficult. At low plasma densities of ϳ10 16 cm Ϫ3 , the TS measurements are further complicated due to the extremely small scattering efficiencies ͑typically 10 Ϫ11 -10 Ϫ9 ) and the small shift in wavelength ͑usually less than 1 nm͒.
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In this Note we report on a collinear TS diagnostic system that is able to detect RPWs in a wide range of plasma densities, from 2ϫ10 15 to 10 17 cm Ϫ3 , corresponding to a shift in wavelength of 3-24 Å, respectively. Separation of the weak scattered light from the intense probe light is achieved by a spatial-spectral filter.
A simplified version of the experimental setup ͑top view͒ is presented in Fig. 1 . The plasma is produced at the center of the interaction chamber by an intense CO 2 laser pulse that tunnel ionizes the He gas fill. 12 The 100 ps laser pulse containing ϳ100 J of energy is focused with an f /3 off-axis parabolic ͑OAP͒ mirror to a 1/e 2 intensity spot size w 0 of 50 m, and achieves intensities up to 10 15 W/cm 2 at the interaction point ͑IP͒. 13 The pulse contains two frequencies that correspond to 10.3 and 10.6 m CO 2 transitions. The beat pattern of the infrared pulse excites a forward-moving RPW that is sampled by a probe pulse provided by the second harmonic of a Nd:YAG laser ͑DCR-11, Quanta-Ray͒. This laser produces a 2 ns long, linearly polarized pulse with approximately 50 mJ of energy at probe ϭ532.1 nm. The probe beam is injected into the axis of the CO 2 beam through a hole in the OAP mirror and is focused at the IP by lens L1 to a spot size of 90 m. The 532 nm beam thus spatially covers the plasma wave over its entire length of ϳ1.5 mm. The infrared and visible beams copropagate within an angle of less than 0.4°. After the IP, as a result of the scattering process, ϳ10
Ϫ9 of the photons in the probe pulse ͑for ϳ100 ps͒ acquire a shift in frequency of Ϯ p , corresponding to a shift in wavelength of Ϯ8 Å ͑for a plasma density of 9.4 ϫ10 15 cm Ϫ3 ). The residual probe photons, which now represent unwanted stray light, and the scattered light propagate out of the interaction chamber through a hole in a Teflon screen ͑used to dump the CO 2 pulse͒. This beam is recollimated by lens L2 and directed towards the TS diagnostic system. This system consists of two parts. The first is a spatial-spectral filter that is used to reject the stray light at probe . The second is a spectrometer-streak camera combination needed to frequency and time resolve the scattered light.
The first element of the filter is an air-spaced FabryPérot etalon that is used to dump the intense probe beam ͑у20 mJ/cm 2 ͒. The etalon acts as a reflecting notch filter, a͒ Author to whom correspondence should be addressed; electronic mail: cfilip@ucla.edu e.g., it reflects both the red-and blueshifted scattered light and transmits the probe light. The etalon, with a transmission width ͓full width at half maximum ͑FWHM͔͒ of 2.6 Å and a free spectral range of ϳ27 Å, was designed to collect wavelengths from 3 to 24 Å from probe . Due to parasitic interference produced by the antireflection-coated external surfaces of the etalon, 10% of the incoming probe light is still reflected as residual light. By triplepassing the etalon ͑not shown in Fig. 1͒ , the stray light was reduced by a factor of 1000.
14 Following the etalon, there is a spatial filter, S1, made of two 300 mm focal length lenses ͑L3 and L4͒ and a 200 m pinhole. The function of the spatial filter is to block the halo generated by the high-power probe beam on all 23 optical surfaces in the beam path ͑many of them are not shown in Fig. 1͒ . Note that the 1000 times reduction of the power ͑and energy͒ of the stray light provided by the etalon is crucial for operation of spatial filter S1. The 20 kW, 532 nm light passes through the 200 m pinhole of S1 without creating any plasma ͑spark͒ that could otherwise flood the entire spectrum with stray light. The pinhole in S1 also acts as an input ''slit'' for the grating that follows.
It is well known that holographic gratings can be used as dispersive elements with high stray-light rejection factors. 15 Such a grating ͑Jobin-Yvon͒, with 2400 grooves/mm, was selected to further filter out the stray light when used in combination with spatial filter S2. The spatial filter is formed by lenses L5 and L6 and a beam dump that blocks the probe light and transmits the sidebands. The beam dump is formed by a set of razor blades. The width of the dump determines the spectral window that is blocked by this filter. Typically, attenuation of the probe light introduced by the grating and S2 is better than 10 6 . Overall, the probe light is reduced by the etalon and the filtering grating by more than 10 9 times, thus bringing the power of the stray light from 20 MW to less than 2 mW ͑including ϳ10 fold loss on surfaces͒.
The angular dispersion of the grating is not compensated by another dispersive element ͑to avoid introducing more loss͒. Therefore, a field lens, L7, 16 placed at the waist of the probe beam after S2, is used to collect the widest spectral window allowed by the size of the transportation optics. The scattered light is finally sent towards the detection system, which consists of an imaging spectrometer and a streak camera. A 90°beam rotator transforms the horizontal dispersion plane of S2 into a vertical one, so that different wavelengths in the beam will be positioned along the vertical slit of the imaging spectrometer. The spectrometer ͑HR640, JobinYvon͒ again separates the scattered light and the stray probe light, which by now have comparable levels of power. The streak camera ͑Imacon 500, Hadland Photonics͒ is used to record the temporal evolution of the sidebands at the output of the spectrometer with 15 ps resolution. This was adequate since the temporal resolution for these measurements is limited to ϳ100 ps by instrumental broadening introduced by the two uncompensated gratings, one used for filtering and the other used in the HR640 spectrometer. The stray-light rejection factor for the entire optical system-including the spectrometer-is ϳ10
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. The latter number was determined using the full-power probe pulse. The spectral transmission of the entire diagnostic system was characterized using a collimated beam of white light from a tungsten lamp. The streak camera, used as a simple charge coupled device ͑CCD͒ camera, recorded the transmitted spectrum that showed the capability of the TS diagnostic system to collect all wavelengths in an interval of 3-24 Å from probe . 17 The peak transmission in this range was 10% and it dropped to ϳ3% at the edges. The reduced transmission at the edges is probably overestimated due to imperfect interaction of the white light beam with the etalon.
To demonstrate the applicability of this diagnostic technique, plasma waves were generated and detected in He. The plasma density was varied from 2ϫ10 15 to 10 17 cm Ϫ3 by varying the pressure of the gas in the interaction chamber. A typical signal on the streak camera representing the frequency-and time-resolved sidebands generated in the scattering process is shown in Fig. 2͑a͒ . The streak image shown in Fig. 2͑a͒ was obtained at 322 mTorr of He, corresponding to a He 1ϩ plasma density of 10 16 cm Ϫ3 . The streak record shows spectral features that have two distinct time scales. The three long features corresponding to residual light at probe and at probe Ϯ6.5 Å ͑generated in the   FIG. 1 . Thomson scattering diagnostic system. L1-L7-Lenses; S1, S2-spatial filters; OAP-off-axis parabolic mirror; IP-interaction point; BPM-beam position monitor used to check the pointing stability of the probe beam. The inset shows an alternative probing geometry for long CO 2 laser plasmas (w 0 ϭ200 m). 16 cm Ϫ3 . The three lines in the streak record that temporally stretch from the beginning to the end of the streak are not related to the scattering process ͑see the text͒. ͑b͒ Lineout from ͑a͒ at the peak of the TS sidebands.
cavity of the probe laser͒ are not related to the TS process. The short, intense sidebands at probe Ϯ8.1 Å are the TS signal. It should be noted that these two sidebands are actually coincident in time but appear shifted because of the different path lengths for the red and the blue components through the spatial-spectral filter. The power of the scattered light is roughly equal in each sideband, as expected from TS theory. The sidebands have a measured duration of approximately 150 ps ͑on the order of the CO 2 pulse length͒ and a peak power of a few mW at the photocathode of the streak camera. The lineout in Fig. 2͑b͒ shows that, even at these low levels of power, the signal-to-noise ratio is on the order of 100. When the plasma density was decreased to 2 ϫ10 15 cm Ϫ3 , the signal level approached the noise level. For the shots taken at plasma density of around 10 17 cm Ϫ3 , the scattering efficiency increased due to a larger number of scatterers ͑electrons͒, and the second ͑2ϫ⌬͒ and third ͑3 ϫ⌬͒ harmonics of the RPW were also detected. 18 Similar TS results were obtained in H 2 and Ar.
The experimental results shown in Fig. 2 were obtained when the transverse size of the RPWs was smaller than their wavelength of 340 m. We also generated RPWs with a CO 2 laser beam focused by f /18 optics to a 400 m diameter that produced a 4 cm long plasma. In order to probe these waves, a slightly modified setup was used, as shown in the inset of Fig. 1 . Two flat mirrors with holes in the center were utilized to send the f /4 focused probe beam through the plasma. The time-resolved TS spectra of the RPWs excited in H 2 , detected with the same spatial-spectral filter, are similar to the one presented in Fig. 2 . Given the small interaction length of ϳ1.5 mm compared to the length of the plasma, we were able to map the longitudinal variation of the plasma wave amplitude.
In conclusion, a novel, collinear TS diagnostic system was used to detect laser-driven RPWs excited at plasma densities as low as 2ϫ10 15 cm Ϫ3 . An independent probe pulse was used to sample the plasma waves. The scattered light was separated from the probe light using a spatial-spectral optical filter. The filter can attenuate the probe light ϳ10 9 times while still collecting the scattered light only few Å away. This allowed the simultaneous detection of both the red-and blueshifted sidebands. The applicability of this diagnostic system is demonstrated in two different focusing geometries by detecting both the local and the spatially averaged longitudinal plasma waves. The temporal resolution was ϳ100 ps. We estimate that, by compensating for dispersion of the grating used to filter out the stray light, the resolution can be improved to less than 20 ps. This research was supported by the U.S. Department of Energy under Contract No. DE-FG03-92ER40727.
